
This season saw 117 kids fill the Super T Division.  There were 12 teams or 9 or 10 players competing in 
the 10 week league.  Mother Nature made the first few weeks a bit of a challenge, with soggy conditions 
everywhere. Coaches did their best to keep all players engaged and enjoying baseball.  The transition 
from Rally Cap to Super T, means larger teams and longer games.  Coaches did an excellent job trying to 
teach the complicated motor skills required to play baseball, while making it fun and engaging for a 6 or 
7 year old.   The Super T division participated in the Batathon and Cap & Skills Day.  Special thanks to 
Shawn Schaefer from Baseball BC for helping out at both.  His Dairy Queen shirts and treats were a huge 
hit with the players.  Hopefully we see most of this large group move up to Tadpole next year. Thanks to 
all of the coaches who worked hard to make this a fun year for all of these kids.  It was a pleasure to 
work with this group. 

Recommendations for this age group moving forward: 

Skill development at this age is key to kids being able to enjoy competing as they continue in baseball.  
The format for Super T right now has a 2:1 game to practice ratio; with the odd team adding in a second 
practice. A more age appropriate 2 practices and 1 game schedule would allow coaches to spend more 
time helping players develop the skills they need to enjoy the games.  Ideally, each team could have 1 
scheduled practice and 1 scheduled game each week.  Then the association could run 1 development 
session for Super T age players and coaches.  Coach development will benefit both the players and the 
association moving forward.   
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